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Maintaining standards

SIX-YEAR GRADUATION RATES
FOR STUDENTS WHO ENTERED GVSU
AS NEW FRESHMEN IN FALL 2006

Secondary programs spark competition

Remedial courses under scrutiny for effectiveness

“It depends on what the
pool of students looks like
hile secondary ad that semester,” Van Doren
missions programs said. “Advisers work with
at Grand Valley State students to help them deter
University have seen fluctuat mine where they might fall
ing enrollment numbers over in the admission process.”
the past few years, there are few
Anna Berglund is a pre
plans to change admissions re nursing student at GVSU.
quirements to attract—or ex Although she is only a soph
clude—more applicants.
omore, Berglund said she is
One school that has second finishing her prerequisite
ary admissions is the Kirkhof courses and just applied to
College of Nursing. Accord the program in September.
ing to the GVSU Institutional
“It’s the most competitive
Analysis, the college has seen
major pretty
a decrease in enroll
much
any
ment of about 32
where,” Ber
percent since 2009.
glund
said.
Elaine
Van
“You can, in
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theory, apply
ate dean for unas many times
continuous
dergraduate
as you want,
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said need for
but you want
this fact may be
to
have a back
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misleading.
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up plan in case
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it takes a while
that in 2012, the ASSOCIATE DEAN
to get in.”
nursing program
Berglund
shifted to a new
said a good
curriculum that eliminated back-up plan is to add another
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ter. The enrollment trend get in this semester, she plans
reflects this shift, Van Doren to take Allied Health Sciences
said, because that semester classes until she can re-apply
is a time with fewer nursing for the college next semester.
students. She said the num
Another popular sec
bers will go back up after the ondary admission program
spring/summer semester.
at GVSU is the College of
“Nationally, the need for Education. According to the
nurses will remain stable or in GVSU Institutional Analysis
crease,” Van Doren said. “There website, the COE has seen
is a continuous need for nurses an increase in enrollment of
with bachelor’s degrees.”
more than 287 percent in the
She added that only 80 last four years.
students each fall and winter
Thomas Owens, director
semester get accepted into of the Student Information
the traditional program. For and Services Center, said the
ty students are accepted to program is not competitive
the second degree program because it accepts all students
in the spring/summer semes who meet the admissions crite
ter, and 20 to 30 are accepted ria. He said about 95 percent of
into the RN/BSN program.
students who apply to the COE
The nursing program re each semester are admitted.
mains competitive due to
“We have a surplus of
the large number of students teachers candidates in the
who apply each semester. Van field for the lower number of
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SEE ADMISSIONS ON A5
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% THAT GRADUATED
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BY RYAN JARVI
NEWS @ LANTHORN.COM

AS ENROLLMENT IN SOME OF Grand
Valley State University’s developmental
courses has increased slightly over the
past few years, so has the conversation
around how effective those courses really
are at getting students up to speed.
Last semester, Nancy Giardina, vice
provost for Student Success at GVSU, or
ganized a group of unit heads and faculty
members to discuss possible revisions to
the university’s developmental courses.
“There is a national conversation in
higher education going about, exploring
should more instructional support be in
tegrated into those first-level courses and
not have the developmental-type courses,”
she said. “I’m not convinced that the data
is strong enough to say we don’t need de
velopmental courses.”
The group has met a couple of times
since last semester and will meet again at the
end of October, or early November, where
members will continue to brainstorm and
gather information, Giardina said.
“It’s a curricular item, a student success
item so it takes a little time to move these
things forward,” she said. “The whole idea
is to place a student for success.”
Corinna McLeod, chair of the English
department, was a part of the discussions
during the Winter 2013 semester.
“During (that) semester, we discussed
the efficacy of the classes and reviewed
information from Institutional Analysis,”
McLeod said. “We also discussed best prac
tices for zero-level classes. We all want to
make certain that we are engaging the spe
cific needs of our Grand Valley students.”
Developmental courses, which do not
apply as credit toward graduation, are ze
ro-level courses intended to help students
who may not be prepared for college-level
course demands.
This fall, 113 students are taking ENG
099, College Efficiency and Reading
Training, which is a 43 percent increase
from 2008. However, enrollment in WRT
098, a developmental writing course, is
the lowest it’s been in the past five years.
Though developmental courses aren’t
required for all students, those who score
low on the ACT or SAT exams may be re
quired to enroll.
According to the 2013-2014 General
Education Program Guide, “For students
whose standardized test scores indicate
that the student might have problems
comprehending college level materials,
enrollment in ENG 099 is required.”
Though enrollment this year in ENG
099 is down from 2012’s fall count of 184,

it is still higher than the Fall 2008 |
semester, with 79 students.
“Courses such as ENG 099 pro
vide a solid foundation for college-level
work for students whose skills may not
be there yet,” said Sue Martens, profes
sor of English who teaches the course.
“ENG 099 is intended to help stu
dents improve their reading com
prehension and vocabulary, and to
be able to apply those skills to their
1
other classes. I sometimes hear back
from former students who are doing
well and they comment that they’re
usingNthe skills they learned in this
class. That’s gratifying.”
Students without any developmental
courses, who entered GVSU as freshmen
in fall of 2012, had an average GPA of 2.96
after their first year of school. Those with 0 REMEDIAL COURSES
one developmental course had a first-year
GPA of 2.56, and students with two or
more averaged a GPA of 2.47.
Though students enrolled in develop
mental courses typically only have slightly
lower GPAs after their first year of school,
they tend to have significantly lower
graduation rates than those who don’t
take any developmental courses.
GVSU measures six-year gradua
tion rates, which track students who
enter GVSU as first-time, full-time
bachelor’s degree seeking students,
then determines the number of stu
dents who have earned the degree
within six-years.
However, the measure is somewhat
flawed and underestimates student suc
cess because it doesn’t consider students
who left GVSU and graduated some 1 REMEDIAL COURSE
where else, said Philip Batty, director of
Institutional Analysis.
The 2012 graduation rate for stu
dents, who entered school in 2006, was
67.7 percent for those who took zero de
velopmental courses, according to data
provided by LA. Over the same period,
students with one course had a gradu
ation rate of 59.2 percent.
When considering students who
took two or more developmental
courses, the six-year graduation rate
drops to 39.4 percent.
“This is one of those times when
statistics don’t represent individuals,”
McLeod said.“We have to ask, what
are the combined elements that inhibit
a student’s path to graduation? This is
something we are working to understand
better. We do have evidence that for many 2+ REMEDIAL COURSES
students who take 099, the zero-level class
helps students to feel better prepared for
university classes and to feel a sense of beSEE REMEDIAL ON A5

New FOIA laws make public info easier to access
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZ@LANTHORN.COM

Since 1976 when Michi
gan’s Freedom of Informa
tion Act (FOIA) was intro
duced, several elements of
the law have been amended
to improve transparency
of government actions.
Several bills proposed in
the House seek to lower
costs associated with FOIA
requests and establish a
method of appealing re

quest denials without going
to court.
State Rep. Mike Shirkey’s proposal, House Bill
4001, seeks to cap the copy
charge imposed for re
quested documents at 10
cents per copy and require
that a government entity
not charge a fee for a FOIA
requestor making copies
with their own equipment
during an on-site records
inspection authorized by

this law.
“Costs associated with
FOIA had grown to the
point they had become a
barrier to information the
public was otherwise sup
posed to ordinarily have,”
Shirkey said.
By establishing this cap
on fees and open-access
approach to FOIAs, the
proposal is meant to make
requests for information
convenient and accessible

for those interested.
“The FOIA is an impor
tant public tool, but it has
to be one that the public
can afford to use,” Shirkey
said.
The proposal also strives
to reduce the amount
charged for FOIA-related
administrative and copy
ing costs by 20 percent for
each day its response ex
ceeds the five-day statutory
deadline, and it will in

crease the punitive awards
to a person who successful
ly challenges an improper
FOIA denial from $500 to
$5,000.
Also looking to reform
the current Michigan FOIA
is House Bill 4314, which
would create an open gov
ernment commission in
the Secretary of State’s Of
fice that would look fur
ther into citizen complaints
about noncompliance with

FOIA laws and map out ac
tions to be taken against a
public institution.
The bill, proposed by
Rep. Tom McMillin, would
allow citizens to appeal
FOIA denials without hav
ing to go through an exten
sive legal process.
“If folks believe an ex
clusion is being given, and
they feel it’s not in line with
SEE FOIA 0NA5

Women's Center records high traffic at Student Food Pantry
first started because a student working
in the Women’s Center realized the need,
t Grand Valley State Univer Vrooman said.
On average, there are about 50 visits to
sity, students around campus
the
Student Food Pantry each month, said
struggle to pay for their college
Brittany Dernberger, assis
tuition, books, hous
tant director of the Women’s
ing and other expenses. The
Center. There were 505 visits
Women’s Center helps to al
serving about 150 unduplicat
leviate that need with the Stu
ed students in the 2012-2013
dent Food Pantry.
academic year. The number
“The food in the Student ...some
of items taken per visit is not
Food Pantry comes mainly students truly
tracked.
through donations from stu
need help and
“At a basic level, we know
dent organizations and GVSU
that it’s impossible to fully
departments; however, the we want to...
concentrate and pay attention
Women’s Center does supple
in class or on homework if a
KARMEN
VROOMAN
ment donations when the
person is hungry,” Dernberger
pantry gets low,” said Karmen VOLUNTEER
said. “The Student Food Pan
Vrooman, a Student Food Pan
try
serves as a bridge to make
try volunteer.
sure
students
have
the fuel they need in
The pantry has been operating for
about three and a half years and was order to fully function as students.”
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND

ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM
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The recent Campus Climate Survey
revealed that 57 percent of respondents
indicated they had experienced financial
hardship, Dernberger said.
“Food was the fourth most common way
in which students experienced financial
hardship after tuition, books and housing,”
she said. “This finding further highlights
why the Student Food (Pantry) is a really
important resource to have at GVSU.”
Dernberger said students don’t have to
prove their need but are only required to
show their student ID and fill out a basic
intake form. Students can access the pan
try a maximum of twice a month.
“Since I have only helped with the pan
try for about a year, I’m not sure if there
has been an issue with students abusing it
in the past,” Vrooman said. “Students do
not have to prove their need to utilize the
food pantry; however, they must fill out
an intake form that provides us with in
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formation for tracking purposes. Students
are limited to two visits to the pantry per
month and if they do not adhere to this
policy, they can be barred from using the
Student Food Pantry as a resource.”
Looking to the future, Dernberger said
that the coordinators hope to expand the
pantry to have its own student-run, phys
ical space in the Kirkhof Center with re
frigeration to broaden the donations they
can accept and further aid students that
make use of these resources.
“The Student Food Pantry is important
in assuring a positive quality of life for
Grand Valley students,” Vrooman said.
“We recognize that some students truly
need help and we want to help them per
sist through their education in any way
possible.”
For more information about the Stu
dent Food Pantry, see www.gvsu.edu/
women_cen.
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Catholic Student Association to host comedy theater show
The Catholic Student Association and St. Luke University
Parish will host a comedy show titled "Saints and Sinners,"
which is about a former nun who is sent by the archdiocese
to rescue a parish. The event is a one-person comedy show
that will be performed by Vicki Quade, and it will take place
at 7 p.m. tomorrow at St. Luke University Parish on Lake
Michigan Drive. Tickets can be bought at the door and are
$10 for students under the age of 22 and $20 for students
over the age of 22. All are welcome.

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by
emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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MARGIE MUNOZ,
JUNIOR
Majors: Women and
Gender Studies, Com
munication Studies
Minor: French
Q: Why did you
choose GVSU?
MUNOZ
A: It was actually my
backup and I didn’t
get into my first choice. I tried my hard
est to hate it and was planning to transfer
after my first year. Clearly that didn’t go as
planned; 1 fell in love with this place.
Q: What do you do in your spare time?
A: Spare time? That doesn’t exist. But if I
ever get a second, I sit on my rug or read a
book. I also love filling in the time between
homework and meetings with time with
sisters.
Q: What couldn’t you live without?
A: A few things I love: Clif Bars, vegan res
taurants, cats and Converse high tops.
ANTHONY CLEMONS, JUNIOR
Majors: Sociology,
Women and Gender
Studies
Q: What’s your favor
ite thing about GVSU?
A: I love that no matter
who you are or where
you come from, you’re
valued at Grand Val
CLEMONS
ley. The university’s
strong commitment to
inclusiveness and its strong commitment
to diversity help build not only Laker pride,
but also a sense of being a Laker for a Life
time.
Q: Where do you spend most of your time
on campus?
A: I spend most of my time in the Student
Organization Center at the Student Senate
Office. It’s a nice place to study, debate is
sues on campus and get work done.
Q: What was your dream job as a child?
What is it now?
A: I used to want to be a math teacher.
Now, all I could ever see myself do is so
cial justice activism and working with often
overlooked communities.
TYLER DUNHAM, JUNIOR
Majors: Marketing,
Supply Chain Manage
ment
Q: What do you love
-.about GVSU?
A: My favorite part
£* about Grand Valley fc

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER

the environment of be
ing a bigger school that
still has a small-school

DUNHAM

feel Everyone here is family to one another
and the support that students, organiza
tions, faculty and staff show to one another
is remarkable.
Q: What was your dream job as a child?
What is it now?
A: As a child my dream job was to fol
low my dad’s footsteps and become a fire
fighter, but it has now changed to being the
founder and CEO of a successful nonprofit
organization that focuses on leadership
development and community service for
young adults.
Q: What couldn’t you live without?
A: My family and friends, my dog, country
music, Detroit sports and my fraternity.
KAYLA POLLARD, JUNIOR
Major: Spanish
Minor: Advertising
and Public Relations
Q: What do you think
it means to be a leaker?
A: To be a Laker is
simply not just send
ing a check when you
graduate every year or
POLLARD
to flaunt a decal on the
back of your car, or, even better, just saying
you attend Grand Valley. To be a Laker is
a lifestyle. A Laker is a leader; a commit
ted, dedicated, lifetime learner. A Laker is
someone who wants to share service and
their talents with not only the Grand Val
ley community, but with the world ahead
of them.
Q: What do you love about GVSU?
My favorite thing about Grand Valley is
the contagious atmosphere we have. I feel
when I walk around on campus I am able
to wave, have small conversations and
smile at people that I have never met be
fore. Although we may have never met, the
bonds of our school pride have tied us to
gether for a few minutes out of our day.
Q: What is a fun fact about you?
A: One quirky thing about me is that I am
afraid of ketchup.
TIMOTHY LAYER, SENIOR
Major: Sports Manage
ment
Minor: Hospitality and
Tourism Management
Q: What is a memo
rable experience you
have at GVSU?
A: One of the best ex
periences I have had is
LAYER
attending the convocatjpn at the beginning of each school year.
The convocation $ets the tone for the year
a#id introduces you to the many opportuni
ties the university and community have to
offer. The program not only makes me real
ize how much I have changed in four years,

but how much Grand Valley has changed. I
am proud to be a Laker and will always be
mindful of all of the opportunities Grand
Valley has given me and has inspired me to
continue to be involved in.
Q: What was your childhood dream?
A: As a child, 1 always wanted to be in the
NBA, after Michael Jordan. I held back on
this one.
Q: What are some of your favorite things
in life?
A: I am someone who could not live with
out coffee and Twix peanut butter candy.
As a hobby, I like to play and watch any
thing with sports, and I also like to mix and
play music as part of being a DJ. Anytime
I can be outdoors, especially camping, is
very refreshing.
SPENCER RICHARDSON, SENIOR
Majors: Internation
al Relations, Advertis
ing and Public Rela
tions
Minor: French
Q: Why did you choose
GVSU?
A: One, because it had
RICHARDSON
an established program
for international rela
tions. Two, although cliche, it felt right like
home. I knew after my first tour that GVSU
was where 1 was meant to be.
Q: What vyas your dream job as a child?
What is it now?
A: As a child my dream was to be a marine
biologist. My development, commingled
with a fierce fear of sharks, has since steered
me away from that career path.
Q: What are a few things you can’t live
without?
A: In no particular order; coffee, crab rangoons, my family and friends.
COURTNEY MOREY, SENIOR
Major: Social Studies
for Secondary Educa
tion
Q: What is your favor
ite thing about GVSU?
A: The community. I
love being able to walk
around campus and
see someone I know.
MOREY
The professors really
are unique to GVSU and get to know their
students. They really do care about their
students and how they succeed.
Q: Where can you be found most often?
A: I spend most of my time on campus
working for facilities. I work in an area that
most people never get to see and love driv
ing around campus and learning where ev
erything is at. Even as a senior I am finding
SEE HOMECOMING ON A3
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Event raises awareness of clean water access
Advocates demonstrate to students the difficulty of accessing clean water in Tanzania
ine, if you’re carrying water that
far, you’re going to want to carry
early lost amid Grand as much as you can at once, so you
Valley State Univer don’t have to go back and do it
sity’s
Homecoming again.”
The second relay
festivities,
was to demonstrate
10 students gathered
the creation and func
Tuesday in the Pere
tion of biosand water
Marquette room of
filters. These filters are
the Kirkhof Center to
constructed in Grand
learn about the plight They carry
Rapids, and Condra
of those in the world water
will be taking 52 of
without access to
however they them to install in pub
clean water.
lic schools in Tanzania
“(About) 1.1 billion can...
next year. The students
people in the world
took a cup and ran
still don’t have ad COLLEEN CONDRA
across the room to
equate access to safe GVSU SENIOR
put gravel, sand and
water,” said Colleen
woodchips in the cup
Condra, a GVSU edu
to simulate the filters.
cation major.
Biosand filters are waist-high
Condra organized and hosted
the event to help raise awareness cans layered with different types
of the issue and funding for her of particles that can be found lo
return to Tanzania in winter 2014, cally, so that the Tanzanians can
when she will install water filters, construct and repair the filters if
composting toilets and hand necessary.
After the races, Condra dis
washing stations.
To demonstrate to the attend cussed her upcoming trip to Tan
ing students the difficulties these zania and gave the attending stu
people have in getting their wa dents an opportunity to donate to
ter, Condra staged a series of relay her cause. So far she has raised
races. The first involved students $5,000 of the $10,000 she needs.
Though the event was small,
carrying two full buckets of water
across the room and back again Condra said it served its purpose.
“I get more donations with
without spilling any.
“They carry water however they adults,” she said. “With college
can; some of them carry it in jugs students, it’s all about raising
in a bag like a backpack over their awareness, and I think that went
backs,” she said. “You have to imag well.”
BY ELLIE PHILLIPS

EPHILLIPS @ LANTHORN.COM

Making a difference: Senior Colleen Condra explains how HydrAid water
filters will be installed and used in developing countries like Tanzania.

HOMECOMING
CONTINUED FROM A2
really awesome places that most peo
ple do not know about like how cool
the study area in the Seidman House
is.
Q: What do you do in your spare time?
A: I rarely have free time, because
I love working and being involved
in student orgs, but when I do 1 love
to go hiking around the area, watch
“The Walking Dead” and hang out
with friends. A few things I love are
Slurpees, thunderstorms and movies.
“Boondock Saints” and “The Breakfast
Club” are my favorites.
NATHAN KALINOWSKI,
SENIOR
Major: Biomed
ical Science
Q: What’s your
favorite
thing
about GVSU?
A: The approach
able faculty and
staff that are willKALINOWSKI
ing to make the
extra effort to help their students,
however they can. The smaller class
sizes, beautiful campus and great
health programs enticed me to at
tend GV.
Q: What are your hobbies or talents?
A: I get paid to ride a historic, 1870s
high-wheel bicycle in period cloth
ing, which is a lot of fun. One of my
favorite things to do in my free time is
to take photos of sports as landscape.
Q: What was your dream job as a
child? What is it now?
A: As a child I wanted to be a doc
tor of some sort. Today, I am in the
middle of dental school interviews,
so I guess it hasn’t changed much.
KELSEY RICE, SENIOR
Major: Liberal Studies
Minor: Psychology
Q: What has
Uni \(Hii most
memorable
or
Mitmliuinl mo
ment at < AM'?
\
the
most
me.mmetwl e\

perience
I’ve
$S9Si
had was getting
RICE
elected vice pres
ident of Alternative Breaks. I first
joined because I thought it’d be fun
to do once or twice. I got hooked on
the organization, though, and do
ing service for others.
t>Q:
What is one of your quirks?
II
A: I have a backwards elbow. I broke
it when I was 4, and the doctors set
it incorrectly. Now it bends forward
rather than backward.
Q: What does it mean to you to be
Helping hands: Last year’s Alternative Breaks participants Sara Niester (left) and Jessica MacVane (right) rake leaves at CHRIS Kids community foster
a Laker?
care home in Atlanta, Ga. There will be 19 different regional and national service trips for students to choose from this year.
A: To be a Laker means to be a lead
er. It means you are a friend and an
active citizen.

Alternative Bleaks offer year-round, issue-based service opportunities
BY ERIN GROGAN
EGROGRAN@LANTHORN.COM

This year, Alternative Breaks, a student-led
service advocacy organization at Grand Valley
State University, will send students on a total of
19 service trips.
“We don’t release the location of the trips,”
said Alison von Werder, president of Alternative
Breaks. “Our trips are issue-based. We want peo
ple to choose where they go based on the type of
service, not the location.”

Different types of service opportunities are of
fered on the trips, including work with the environ
ment, elderly and underprivileged people.
Ellyn Goncer, a junior at GVSU, has been on
two trips with Alternative Breaks. During spring
break of her freshman year, Goncer went on a
national trip that focused on the issue of hunger
and homelessness. She also went on a regional trip
during the winter break of her sophomore year,
which focused on community development.
“Alternative Breaks is the reason I stayed at

Grand Valley,” Goncer said. “I love it—volunteering
is my life. You get to see from start to finish what
you accomplished. You know you make an impact.”
Students can choose between regional and na
tional trips during spring and winter breaks, von
Werder said. Regional trips can be located up to
four hours away, are about four days long and cost
$100. National trip locations can be up to a 24 hour
drive or less, are about a week long and cost $250.
SEE BREAKS ON A5

Title IX defends pregnant students, female athletes at GV
BY CLAIRE FODELL
ASSISTANTNEWS@
LANTHORN.COM

Juggling the demands of col
lege life is challenging, and per
haps no group of students knows
just how challenging college can
be than those facing pregnancy.
Title IX—a portion of the
Education Amendments of 1972
that were made to the Higher
Education Act of 1965—was put
in place to prevent sexual dis
crimination in federally funded
institutions, as well as to give in
dividuals protection against such
crimes.
According to the U.S. Depart
ment of Education website, the
legislation states that, “No per
son in the United States shall, on

the basis of sex, be excluded from sity. “They face unique challenges
participation in, be denied the and are more prone to leave the
benefits of, or be subjected to dis university before graduating. Ti
crimination under any education tle IX is intended to help address
those challenges.”
program or activity
According to Title
receiving federal fi
nancial assistance.”
IX, pregnancy, child
birth, false pregnancy,
The legislation in
termination of preg
cludes a section spe They...are
nancy and recovery
cifically for pregnant
students and another more prone to time must be treated
to protect female ath leaving before like any other tem
porary disability by
letes.
graduation.
the institution. Ham
“Pregnant and par
ilton said the legisla
enting students are a DWIGHT HAMILTON
tion ensures students
significant part of our AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
won’t be hurt academ
enrollment, a little un
ically because of their
der 1,000 students,"
said Dwight Hamilton, assistant pregnancy.
“Title IX requires a school to
vice president of Affirmative Ac
tion at Grand Valley State Univer excuse a student’s absences due to

pregnancy or related conditions,
including recovery from child
birth, for as long as the student’s
doctor deems the absences to be
medically necessary,” Hamilton
said. “Upon return, the student
must be given the opportunity to
make up for any credits or points
lost because of her absence.”
Since the legislation passed,
Hamilton hasn’t had a problem
with faculty members not being
willing to accommodate students.
“As more faculty become aware
of our legal obligations under
Title IX, they have been largely
supportive,” Hamilton said.
However, one of the problems
he has seen is faculty not knowSEE TITLE ON 45

STEPHANIE EWART, SENIOR
Major: Human Resource
Management
Minor: Political
Science
Q:
What
is
one of GVSU’s
strengths?
A: My favor
ite thing about
Grand Valley is
the strong sense
EWART
of community. It
is a rarity to walk five minutes with
out being stopped by a friend, pro
fessor, co-worker or simply a friend
ly acquaintance. Even though Grand
Valley has grown tremendously, it
still continues to have a small-school
feel, which I love.
Q: What is a fun fact about yourself?
A: This weekend I will be run
ning my first marathon—yes, 26.2
miles—in downtown Grand Rapids.
I am so incredibly excited to share
homecoming and my marathon in
the same weekend.
Q: What are a few things you can’t
live without?
A: EOS lip balm - the huge circu
lar one - so addicting; Lululemon
Wunder Unders, the ones I own
from before the CEO got fired; my
running shoes and Bath and Body
Works Candles. Oh, and hummus.

i
ROLLER DERRY r MOTMAN'S
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Why your grandkids will know what hipsters are

BY KEVIN JOFFRE
KJOFFRE 9 LANTHORN.COM

ONTRARY TO popular

C

belief, were not the
first generation to
have hipsters.
Back in the late 1930s,
hipsters (known then as
“hep-cats” or “hepsters”)
were part of the thriving
counterculture of swingmusic fanatics. A hepster
was “a guy who knows

, »
•

what its all about,” an icon
of youth, freedom, and
musical taste.
By the late 1940s,
though, the term had
changed. In 1948, the
Partisan Review printed the
line, “Carrying his language
and his new philosophy
like concealed weapons, the
hipster set out to conquer
the world.” A hipster’s
identity became separate
from musical taste. Instead,
hipsterism was associated
with the lingo of youth
and a new outlook on life.
What outlook? Well, by
1967 it was “an outright
rejection of accepted stan
dards and values ”
Even the hippies of the

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

%

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART OF
HOMECOMING WEEK?
m

‘60s and ‘70s are a part of
the historical trajectory of
contemporary hipsters. In
1973, a hippie was defined
as “a general term applied
quite often to anyone young
and unkempt in appear
ance... who in general puts
little premium on the values
of contemporary society
which he has rebelled
against.” This definition
seems to be awfully close to
our modern understanding
of a hipster.
But, honestly, that’s about
as close as we can get to
pinning down “hipsterdom.”
In the 1930s, the hepsters
had a counterculture that
stood for something: swing
music. But the hipsters of

what is it about the hipster
movement that captures
the interest and the atten
tion of the media? Why do
so many companies want
hipsters to buy their stuff?
Because hipsters will last
forever. When the hepsters
stood for swing music, their
culture faded away once
swing music went out of
fashion. But if hipsters merely
reject out-of-hand whatever
is popular at the time, then
they face no such problem.
They can continue to exist as
long as there is a mainstream
to define themselves against.
So if companies can find a
way to stay one step ahead of
the mainstream, they’ll have
clientele ‘til the end of time.

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:

WEB EXCLUSIVE

Are religious students well
accommodated at GVSU?

Are you satisfied with the
events for Homecoming?

Read the blog

LOG ON & VOTE
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"GV Tailgating”
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“My favorite part of Homecom
ing week is going to go to the
Homecoming game with my
friends and just have fun.“

ANGELA GILES

,(*AV

Junior
International Business and
Accounthing
Hart, Mich.

"Everyone is always very spirited
and excited."

BRYCE FOWLER
Sophomore
Mechanical Engineering
Grand Rapids, Mich.

"My favorite part of Homecom
ing week is LipSynch. It is fun
afld people YvaHy get excited
“-ST' u-

EDITORIAL

TAKE HEART
With midterms on your plate, take some time out for Homecoming and all its glory.
You have two options: you can look at
this week as Homecoming week and con
sider your potential as a Laker, or you can
look at it as midterm week and consider
your limits as a student. Perhaps you’d
rather focus on the latter, but for just a
moment, let us direct your attention to
the frills and thrills of Laker Homecom
ing and what it should mean to you.
As you well know, Grand Valley
State University will welcome back its
entire brood-ages 22 to 68—at Satur
day’s football game in the culminating
event of a week of activity. From the
entering class in 1963 to the present
mass of 2013, alumni will bring back
hundreds of shared experiences and
exclusively-Laker memories.
Think about it gathered together are

2*. W.

midterms, let this thought be a source
of encouragement and inspiration.
People before you have sat in your
physics seat, have struggled as you’re
struggling, and have graduated into
successful careers in the real world.
As former freshmen-turned-successful businessmen/politician/mother/
superhero reenter under the Allendale
arch, remember the humble beginnings
of those successful alumni, who also
endured eight midterm weeks, and
consider your potential after your final
papers are submitted.
For now, do your best and know
what’s waiting for you on the other side.
Don’t forget that your struggles are not
unprecedented, and take heart in know
ing that we Lakers are built to survive.
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"Definitely the LipSynch per
formances.The Laker pride is
quite evident during this event
and all throughout the week."

50 years of late-night cramming ses
sions, 50 years of homesickness, 50 years
of cafeteria food and philosophy theses
and ravine exploration. And 50 years of
emerging victorious from an ulcer-induc
ing tenure as an undergraduate.
It’s pretty incredible, actually.
Consider who might possibly return
for a quick sweep of their home turf;
GVSU has produced a U.S. ambassador
to Russia, numerous state legislators,
professional athletes, writers, directors,
journalists and the former president
of Palau. Plenty former students have
made names for themselves as local
entrepreneurs, engineers, educators, etc.,
and their educational experience was as
much of a nightmare as yours is now.
So as you prepare to dive back into

:'4 L
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Senior
Journalism
Chicago, III.
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deny it. Hipsters don’t even
stand for being hipsters.
Counterintuitively,
though, the hipster is
probably the most propa
gated image of our gen
eration. Watch any Apple
commercial geared toward
20-somethings and you’ll
spot a hipster. Turn on
a comedy and any jokes
about youth will be at
the expense of hipsters.
This isn’t a totally un
founded portrayal of our
generation; if you stroll
past Kendall College or
down any street in Eastown, you’ll see hipsters
aplenty. But the majority
of people you pass on the
street aren’t hipsters...so

VALLEY VOTE

YES - 06%

♦
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today have no such iden
tifying marks. We can’t
define them according to
their musical taste because
hipster music ranges from
indie-folk to electronic. We
can’t define them by their
attire, either, because their
clothing style is a ragamuf
fin selection that takes its
inspiration in equal parts
from upscale boutiques
and their parents’ old high
school photos. In fact, the
only way to classify a hip
ster is to say what they are
not. They are not listeners of
the iTunes Top 40 list, nor
are they clients at American
Eagle. If you ask the most
hipstery-looking person
if they’re a hipster, they’ll
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JEFF DOMAGALA
Graduate Student
Higher-Education Student Affairs
South Lyon, Mich.

"My favorite part of Home
coming week is definitely the
homecoming concert."

MALLORY KAYSSERIAN
Sophomore
Criminal Justice
Traverse City, Mich.
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A re-evaluation of success

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorns opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthom will not
publish or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not discriminate
against any other views, opinions or
beliefs The content, information and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for letters
to the editor only, all other reader-

generated content can be submitted
to the Grand Valley Lanthorns
YourSpace
page
by emailing
community9lanthom.com.
letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name and
relevant title along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming the
identity of the author. Letters should
be approximately 500-650 words in
length, and are not edited by the staff
of the Grand Valley Lanthom outside
of technical errors for clarity
To make a submission, email
at editorial9lanthom.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at:
0051KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
Well listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com

k$
BY NIKKI FISHER
NFISHER@LANTHORN.COM

cou
ple years of college,
uring my first

D

I spent a lot of time
trying to understand why
so many other students
simply didn’t try hard at
school or take every op
portunity thrown at them
to build their resume.
I’ve always been careerfocused, an over-achiever.
My definition of success has
always been very external. I
always sought out big success,
and by this I mean careeroriented success, success in
the eyes of the “others.”
When one of my peers
admitted, “I’d be fine with a
B or a C, as long as I pass,”
I’d cringe and wonder how
one could willingly shoot

for average. Last year, I
began to realize that these
people—who are compla
cent with average grades,
who don’t go out of their
way to get involved on
campus, who go to work
and perform averagely be
fore heading home for the
night to catch up on their
favorite TV shows—maybe
they’re actually seeing
something that I’m not.
I kept trying to expand,
expand, expand, like some
human version of the solar
system. But this philoso
phy only works for a while
before you get spread too
thin. “Too much bread
and too little butter," as
one of my old roommates
always used to say.
I learned to recognize
the value, not of expan
sion, but of entrenching. I
like to call this philosophy
one of “deep subjectiv
ity” where you aim not to
be looking to cover more
ground, but the dig deeply
into what you already have
and pull out gems: rela
tionships with your friends

and family, time to spend
on your own interests and
hobbies, time to just slow
down and think, to go for
a walk by yourself on a
lovely autumn afternoon.
Because the truth is:
our resources are ex
haustible. Truly, none of
us have time to do it all.
Every choice you make
has opportunity cost in
which you have to sac
rifice something else. If
you choose to watch three
episodes of Breaking Bad
after class, you have to
accept that this directly
takes time away from
something else. Our sys
tem is a closed one in that
each force exerted inevita
bly will have an effect on
something else.
This basic fact of nature
is something I’ve always
struggled to rein under my
control. I still often delude
myself into believing that
I have time do it all. Truly
acting based on your own
values rather than the val
ues of society is hard work.
I still find myself ut

terly bent on getting A’s,
even when I know my time
could be on something
else I hold to be person
ally fulfilling. This happens
because I have a particular
image that I want to uphold
for others, but if this is not
truly representative of your
life goals and values, then
this self-image becomes a
half-empty facade.
What this means for
the real world is: in order
to be famous novelist, or
the rocket scientist, or
the professional athlete,
besides having genuine
talent, you will likely also
have to make sacrifices.
This may come at an in
terpersonal cost, or it may
come at a personal one.
Maybe the reason we’re
not all movie stars isn’t
because we couldn’t be,
but because we’ve decided
that there are more impor
tant things to life than big,
corporate success. Maybe
it’s time we re-evaluate
success in terms of our
own values and small
community.
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ADMISSIONS
CONTINUED FROM A1
sure that they are retained
in our program.”
Owens said that after a
student declares an education
major, there are some steps
they must take before they
can apply to the COE, which
include academic achieve
ment, prerequisite courses,
volunteer experience and rec
ommendation letters. Also,
students must pass both the
Michigan Professional Readi
ness Test and a background
check.
Owens said the COE isn’t
looking to change their re
quirements any time soon be
cause education is regulated
by state guidelines, and the
state of Michigan provides
the teacher certification for

NEWS
students who graduate from
the COE. So, GVSU cannot
change its requirements until
the state changes its standards.
One student who knows
how complicated the second
ary application process might
seem is Elizabeth Schmieding,
a senior at GVSU. Schmieding
is studying English/Language
Arts for elementary educa
tion. She said completing all
of her prerequisites and other
requirements before applying
to the COE, which she did last
winter semester, was a long
process that was ultimately
worth the work.
“They expect a lot out of
you and you don’t get to know
if you are accepted for at least
two to three weeks,” Schmied
ing said. “1 chose education
to make a difference in the
world. The COE does a really

REMEDIAL
CONTINUED FROM A1
longing to the universityr
This semester, 296 students are currently en
rolled in MTH 097, Elementary Algebra, which
is down from last year’s number of 324, but still
up from five years ago by 16 percent.
According to GVSU’s General Education
Program Guide, “as a first step, an initial math
ematics placement is determined, based on the
mathematics subscore on the ACT or SAT exam.

F0IA
CONTINUED FROM A1
the law, their only option
is to go to court,” McMillin
said. “The average person
can’t spend that kind of
money, and even for larger
media outlets, it’s becom
ing quite cost prohibitive.”
At the federal level,
FOIA was passed in 1966
as a way of ensuring the
public would have access
to federal information and
records.
The federal statute pro
vides access to federal
agency records, except to
the extent records are pro
tected from disclosure by
specific exemptions.
Since this is a law put in
place for the benefit of the
public, anyone is eligible to
make a request, even stu
dents at Grand Valley State
University.
Though it is a good start
to initially bring up any
request verbally, FOIA re
quests are to be submitted

BREAKS

CONTINUED FROM A3
The costs of trips are reduced
through fundraising and schol
arships. The money produced
from fundraisers goes to pay for
students’ individual trips, or can
be donated to Alternative Breaks’
general fund, von Wercler said
While Alternative Breaks is
not a faith-based organization, it
often connects with churches and
nonprofit organizations in an at
tempt to provide free housing.
“Housing often depends on
the location of the trip,” von
Werder said “If it’s a nature
trip, participants may stay in
a cabin. We might not stay in
five-star hotels, but the places
we do stay in are comfortable”
When they come back to
GVSU, students can work with
Alternative Breaks and the
Community Service Learning
Center with the same types
of service issues. Alternative
Breaks also offers a monthly
service opportunity called Ser
vice Saturdays, where partici
pants volunteer with organiza
tions in the local community.
“We want to bring the things
learned on trips back home
to the Grand Rapids commu
nity,” von Werder said. “We try
to help students find places in
the Grand Rapids area that stay
with the Issue they worked with
on their trip.”

TITLE
CONTINUED FROM A3
ing the full extent of the leg
islation. Students needing
help with making faculty
aware of their condition or
needing additional support
when returning can contact
Hamilton or Disability Sup
port Resources.
“DSR is better equipped
to protect students’ privacy
and will provide an accom
modation form for faculty,"
Hamilton said.
Jo Ann Wassenaar, associ
ate director of the Women’s
Center at GVSU, said equal
treatment of athletic teams is
a problem the legislation also
addresses.

• Alternative Breaks is not the
only organization that offers
service trips to GVSU students.
According to the Community
Service Learning Center’s web
site, Campus Ministry sends
more than 400 students on
trips during spring break.
Jeffrey Mutch, CSLC coor
dinator, said students can also
talk to the Padnos Internation
al Center about incorporating
service into their time abroad
The CSLC also offers local vol
unteer opportunities.
“Alternative Breaks is differ
ent from other organizations
because service is their entire
purpose and they are a com
pletely student-led oiganization,” Mutch said “Our office
only supports them while they
make decisions so all the pieces
fall in place correctly.”
The CSLC helps to promote Al
ternative Breaks and the fed that the
servioe trips are open to anybody.
“Alternative Breaks isayear-long
opportunity and individuals can
choose to what degree they wart to
engage in service” Mutch said
Students must fill out ap
plication forms for service trips
through OrgSync and pay a $5
application fee to the CSLC.
Applications are due Nov. 15.
Alternative Breaks will be
holding a general information
al meeting at 8 p.m. on Oct. 21
in the Pere Marquette room of
the Kirkhof Center.
No athlete can be discrim
inated against on the basis
of sex in any intercollegiate,
club or intramural teams and
institutions shouldn’t have
a team for one sex without
also having a team for the
other sex. When there are
separate teams for different
sexes, both teams must be
given equal treatment by the
athletic director of the insti
tution.
“Before Title IX, women
didn’t have the same access
for collegiate-level sports,”
Wassenaar said. “Since its in
ception, Title IX has ensured
equal access to scholarships
in sports for women.”
For more information, see
www.gvsu.edu/inclusion.
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There are four possible initial placements,” in
cluding MTH 097.
“Zero-levels are one of a myriad of academic
support programs that GVSU has developed to
help students,” McLeod said. “Classes are de
signed in a way to foster success. Every student
who enters GVSU should receive the support
they need to help them succeed to graduation.”
Though students can be required to enroll in
the developmental math course, they do have the
option of taking a proficiency test to be placed in
the next higher-level class.

in writing to the University
Counsel Office and must
include a reasonable de
scription of the public re
cords sought and the name
and address of the gov
ernment official or estab
lishment believed to have
possession of the desired
records.
After submission, uni
versity personnel review
the request and assist,
guide and cooperate with
the University Counsel
Office to allow the school
to process the FOIA in a
timely manner. The FOIA
officer in charge of review
through
the
university
will respond to the request
within five business days,
with the exception of a
possible 10-day extension
period.
A fee of 5 cents will apply
to each page printed to fill
the request made through
the University Counsel Of
fice, unless GVSU declares
that the requested material
is in public interest.

<i

good job at giving you all the
tools and resources it can to
help you prepare yourself”
The Seidman College of
Business is another school
that requires secondary ad
missions. According to the
GVSU Institutional Analy
sis website, the enrollment
trends for the last four years
have fluctuated, decreasing
from 2009-2011, but increas
ing since then.
The secondary admissions
requirements for the college
include direct admittance for
incoming freshman and soph
omores, who are pre-business
majors. After students have
taken 55 credits at GVSU and
have maintained a minimum
GPA of 2.75, they will be au
tomatically admitted to the
college and can then declare a
major in business.
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AC ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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Exciting the crowd: Steve Aoki pumps up the crowd Oct. 10 at the Breslin Center on Michigan State University’s campus. The Homecoming performance will take place tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Grand Valley State University Fieldhouse, and will get the crowd to interact with the performance. All photography, videography, and recording is prohibited during the performance.

Steve Aoki to bring energetic, interactive performance to GV
BY KARI NORTON
ARTS @ LANTHOR N.COM

e’s remixed several top artists and bands, performed
at festivals such as Lollapalooza and Coachella, and
tonight electronic artist Steve Aoki will be taking the
stage at Grand Valley State University for the Homecoming
concert.
Spotlight Productions’ Music Chairman Carter Long
and Vice President of Marketing Corey Orvis have worked
to make this concert all about the experience.
“It’s different in terms of participation. You’re
expected to be actively involved with the concert,” Orvis
said. “This type of music, and (Aoki), interact with the
crowd—they feed off each other’s energy. We hope that
type of relationship (crowd and artist) will lend itself to
a great show and an unforgettable Homecoming concert

experience for all that attend.”
Aoki’s concert promises to be both energetic and
interactive. The atmosphere of the event will be lively, and
the crowd will be able to be a part of the music rather than
just watch it, Long said.
“One of the big highlights for Aoki’s concert will be the
props that will be used,” he added. “I don’t want to give too
much away, but there will be things for the beach as well as
things for raves”
In the past, Spotlight has brought performers from
various genres, including Mayday Parade, The Maine,
Jason Derulo and Mike Posner.
“I am really looking forward to doing something that
has not been done at GVSU before,” Long said. “We have
had good Homecoming concerts in the past, but (Aoki)
will be a whole different party.”
Orvis said one of the highlights for him has been seeing many

Out of darkness and into spotlight
Cello Fest 2013 combines guest musicians, master classes to showcase cello
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
SPENDOWSKI@LANTHORN.COM

cello plays an important role in keeping the beat and
sound of a band, but it tends to fly under the radar in the
background. Cello Fest 2013 will bring the overlooked
instrument center stage.
Beginning Oct: 21 with a master class with German Marcano,
Grand Valley State University’s Cello Fest 2013 celebrates the
instrument through a variety of performances, master classes
and guest musicians.
GVSU professor Pablo Mahave-Veglia said Cello Fest was
started so that students had the chance to hear artists who were
nationally or internationally renowned.
“It is just a lot of fun to go to a concert where all the music
(is) performed by an instrument that you tend to see sort of as
an accessory or as an assistant artist,” Mahave-Veglia said.
GVSU students attend different master classes all three days
of the festival. High school students also receive the opportunity
to learn about the cello through live performances.
This festival brings awareness to the young students, MahaveVeglia said. It is an event to show all students the importance of
the cello and bring the instrument out of the shadows and into
the spotlight.
“We want to see our students, high school students interested

A
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ON BEHALF OF THE ALLENDALE
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in disciplines like this, to see us as a resource,” Mahave-Veglia
said. “This is a way of opening our doors and being available to
the community.”
Through recommendations and his own insight, MahaveVeglia invited several cellists from around the country.
Marcano, Jeremy Crosmer, Aron Zelkowicz, Anthony Arnone,
Alicia Eppinga, Martine Benmann and Melissa Kraut will
perform as a group and as individuals. The
musicians will also conduct the master classes.
“I think there is style and there is
technique,” Mahave-Veglia said. “Sometimes
when the students are exposed a lot to one
faculty member, mainly me, sometimes they
have not a very clear difference between the
two.”
The visiting professors and musicians
will help the students to differentiate
between the two concepts, MahaveVeglia said.
University of Iowa professor
Arnone said the students with
a passion to learn and improve
their skills will take the most
away from the master
classes.
“Younger
people,
high school or college
people, need to be
reminded how amazing
it is to hear live music,”
Arnone said. “I feel like
in this day and age of
technology that the art
of going out to a live
concert and hearing
string instruments live
is being tested right
now, so I think it is really
useful and valuable for
people to hear an instrument,
like the cello, live to see how
amazing it is.”

ctubafest i
BY ALEXANDRIA SPRAGUE
ASPRAGUE@LANTHORN.COM

AI1endaleChamber.org
ft

OCTUBAFEST-a
concert series dedicated
to showcasing tuba and
euphonium
talent—will
take place Oct. 22 through
25 in the Sherman Van
Solkema Recital Hall in the
Performing Arts Center.
The first three recitals are
composed of solos, and the
fourth showcases different
small ensembles.
This
is
Octubafest’s
second year at Grand Valley
State University under the
direction of Paul Carlson.
Carlson brought the
festival to GVSU after his
own experiences with it. As
a doctoral student, Carlson
played in Octubafest at
Indiana University, where
it originated, and also at the
University of New Mexico,
where he completed his
master’s degree.
“The idea of Octubafest

came from the late Harvey
Phillips, one of the greatest
tubists ever and advocate
of all things tuba,” he
said. “His idea was to pay
homage to his teacher, Bill
Bell, who was one of the
first major tuba teachers of
this country.”
The whole idea behind
Octubfest is to celebrate
how far the tuba and
euphonium
have come
as solo and chamber
instruments. In addition to
that, it also allows students
to prepare for future
performances at GVSU and
in their careers.
This will be GVSU
student
Julia
Bovee’s
second year playing the
euphonium. “Last year was
our first year celebrating
Octubafest at (GVSU), and
this year we are prepared
to make it even better than
the last,” Bovee said.
To
improve
the
Octubafest
experience

students respond positively to Aoki coming to GVSU.
“We’re looking forward to this year’s Homecoming
concert being successful with the students (and anyone else
that attends) because that’s our main goal,” Orvis said. “If
they love it, then we’ve done our jobs.”
Spotlight is expecting this year’s concert to be a good
time for all students, even people who are not interested in
Aoki’s music, Long said. “Even if you are not a fan of techno,
this concert will be one that will have everyone moving and
pumped up,” he said.
The concert will take place at 8 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
All photography, videography and recording is
prohibited and can result in removal from the event. For
more information about the concert and items that are not
allowed, go to www.gvsu.edu/studentlife/homecoming/
homecoming-concert-53.htm.

Side-by-side
GV orchestra mentors high
school musicians
BY CHANON CUMMINGS
CCUMMINGS@ LANTHORN

he Grand Valley State
University symphony
orchestra
traveled
to Forest Hills Eastern
High School on Oct. 14 to
perform in a “Side-by-Side”
concert featuring the Forest
Hills Eastern High School
Orchestra.
For the last five years,
GVSU has done concerts
with different West Michigan
high school orchestras.
Henry Duitman, director
and conductor of the GVSU
orchestra, has exposed the
program to the wider West
Michigan community and
has instituted the yearly
Side-by-Side concerts with
top high school orchestras.
Working with Forest
Hills Eastern High School
has been very easy, Duitman
said. Its orchestra director
is also an adjunct faculty
member at GVSU and
teaches a string instrument
class.
“We talked about this last
year, got it on the calendars
of both the schools in the
summer, and have been
working together since,”
Duitman said.
The students sat next
to each other, one GVSU
student and one Forest Hills
Eastern student, for the
piece “Egmont Overture” by
Beethoven.
“This
makes
both
students sit up straight and
play their absolute best, and
the high school students
always learn from the more
experienced students sitting
this year, not only has the
concert series doubled, but
the Final performance will
be full of ensembles.
Many people have heard
them play at halftime
at football games or in
the recital halls, but few
have heard the tuba or
euphonium separate from a
group. During Octubafest,
these members will be in
the spotlight instead of
blending in.
“It’s
an
opportunity
to spread the knowledge
that the tuba is capable
of
much
more
than
playing
‘oompahs,’”
Carlson said. “The tuba
is actually very young for
a classical instrument. It
continues to grow in its

next to them,” Duitman said.
The concerts also give
GVSU students a chance to
perform for audiences who
might not otherwise hear
them.
“Each year we also have
a few students from these
high schools who decide to
play in the GVSU orchestra
when they come to GVSU,”
Duitman said.
Kevin Flynn, a GVSU
senior who plays the cello in
the orchestra, said he enjoys
the experience of playing
under a new conductor and
with new musicians.
“In high school, I played
with a local college and it was
eye-opening,” Flynn said.
The Forest Hills Eastern
students get the chance to
play with people around
their age who are seriously
pursuing music, he said.
“Our faculty string trio
went out to the high school to
work with their students on
the number we (performed)
together, and I also went out
and worked with the high
school students,” Duitman
said.
There could be top high
school students who are
inspired by such a side-byside performance and decide
to major in music, he said.
However, the primary goal
is to give every high school
student a great musical and
educational experience.
“Many
people
stop
playing their instrument
after high school, and this
sort of experience can be
a motivator to continue,”
Flynn said.
virtuosity, and it’s great to
see a contribution to its
performance history right
here at GVSU.”
Carlson was taught the
importance of this event
and told to spread the
tradition, so he began last
year by bringing it here.
He is implementing this
tradition with his students
just like his professors did
to him.
Faculty and students
have invested time and
effort to ensure the event
keeps improving. One year
at a time, Carlson hopes that
Octubafest will become a
tradition at GVSU just like
at other schools around the
country.
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Cleveland Browns
sign former Laker
The Cleveland Browns
signed former Grand Valley
State University wide receiver
Charles Johnson on Saturday
after claiming him from the
Green Bay Packers' practice
squad.
Johnson was drafted in the
seventh round of the 2013
NFL Draft but missed the first
two preseason games due to
injury. He joins the Browns'
53-man roster after quarter
back Brian Hoyer was placed
on injury reserve.
The Elsmere, Ky. native was
a First-Team All-GLIAC selec
tion in 2012 when he hauled in
72 receptions for 1,199 yards
and 16 touchdowns for GVSU
during his senior season.
He will have an opportunity
to play against his former team
on Sunday when the Browns
travel to Lambeau Field to take
on the Packers at 4:25 p.m.

PRESSURING THE WILL TO WIN

Lakers prepare to face Northern Michigan with no room for loss if hoping to make 2013 playoffs

\

*

Guidance: Heath Parting looks to the sideline for a play call.
The Lakers face Northern Michigan Univeristy this weekend.

Women's tennis
goes 2-1 in Ohio
The Grand Valley State
University women's tennis
team posted a 2-1 record over
the weekend during a threematch road trip in Ohio.
GVSU (10-3, 9-3 GLIAC) be
gan the weekend with a 6-3
loss to Tiffin University but
finished strong with a pair of
blowout victories. It took down
Ohio Dominican University
8-1 on Saturday before rout
ing Ashland University 9-0 on
Sunday.
The team currently holds
the fourth-place spot in the
GLIAC standings. It concludes
its regular season against Ferris
State University today at 1 p.m.
in Big Rapids, Mich.

Woolley named
GUAC Defensive
Athlete of the Week
Sophomore defender Katy
Woolley of the No. 1 Grand
Valley State University wom
en's soccer team has been
named the GLIAC Women's
Soccer Defensive Athlete of
the Week.
Woolley is part of a defen
sive unit that has not surren
dered a goal yet this season.
The team set a program re
cord with its 11th consecutive
shutout in a 6-0 home victory
over Ferris State University on
Saturday.
She recorded two assists
in the game while being part
of a defensive effort that held
the Bulldogs to just four shots
on goal.
The team will attempt its
11th straight win on Friday
against the University of Find
lay on the GVSU Soccer Field
at 7 p.m.

Men's club soccer to
host Michigan
The Grand Valley State
University men's club soccer
team will have an opportunity
to tune up for the postseason
on Saturday when it takes on
the University of Michigan at
the west intramural field at the
Allendale Campus at 3 p.m.
GVSU enters the match as
the third-place team in the
Central Division of the Mid
west Alliance Soccer Confer
ence (MASC), while Michigan
currently holds the top spot.
The Lakers took home a 2-0
shutout victory on the road
when the teams last met in
October 2012.
The MASC Regional Tour
nament is scheduled to begin
on Oct. 26 in Indianapolis, Ind.

SCHEDULE
W. TENNIS
Thursday at Ferris State
1 p.m.

W.SOCCER
Friday vs. Findlay 7 p.m.
Sunday vs.Tiffin 1 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
Friday vs. Wayne State 7
p.m.
Saturday vs. Findlay 4
p.m.

SWIM & DIVE
Saturday at Milwaukee 2
p.m.

FOOTBALL
Saturday vs. Northern
Michigan 7 p.m.

*

No mistakes: Grand Valley State University senior Reggie Williams returns a kick. The
pressure is now on the Lakers to win their upcoming games in order to make the playoffs.
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
SPORTS • LANTHORN.COM

hree losses proved to be
one too many in the pre
vious two years for the
Grand Valley State Uni
versity football team.
Both seasons, GVSU missed
the playoffs with an 8-3 record.
Now, the Lakers (4-2, 2-2 GLI
AC) find themselves with their
backs against the wall with five
games remaining in the season.
GVSU will start the second
half of its schedule Saturday as
it attempts to bounce back from
its 54-44 loss to Ferris State
University, hosting Northern
Michigan University (1-4, 1-4
GLIAC) in this years annual
Homecoming game.
“Were not going to sit here
and feel sorry for ourselves

T

because no ones going to fed
sorry for us,” junior quarterback
Heath Parling said “I guess the
best way to get over a tough loss
is to just get back to work. Were
not going to sit here and dwell
on the past. Its time to move on
and start focusing on the future.”
Northern Michigan enters
this weekends contest rid
ing a four-game losing streak.
The Wildcats have had trouble
producing offensively with an
inconsistent quarterback situ
ation. Cody Scepaniak started
the year but left with a bro
ken hand in the game against
Ashland University. Dustin
Thomas finished that game and
started against Hillsdale Col
lege and Michigan Technologi
cal University, but Shaye Brown
replaced him and finished the

Michigan Tech game.
“All three have different
styles of play, so its going to
provide a challenge for us on
the defensive side of the ball
to try to figure out how they’re
going to attack us and what
they’re going to do,” GVSU
head coach Matt Mitchell said.
“They still like to get the ball in
space and use the quarterback
run game, so there’s some simi
larities there a little bit We’re
going to have to address some
things that we weren’t very
good at up at Ferris State in re
gards to them.”
Entering Saturday’s game,
Thomas (219 yards) and Scep
aniak (206 yards) were the
rushing leaders for Northern
Michigan. The quarterback
run game could pose a threat to

Midseason report card for Laker football squad: BBY BRYCE DEROUIN
SPORTS @ LANTHORN.COM

or the Grand Valley State University football
team, it’s been a tale of two teams.

F

There’s the team that plays at home in Lubbers
Stadium and at times, has looked like the squad the
GLIAC coaches picked to win the GLIAC North
Division.
Then there are the Lakers that show up on the road,
and have given up 50-plus points in each of the team’s
two road games, which have both resulted in losses.
To this point, it’s been a disappointing season for
GVSU (4-2, 2-2 GLIAC), as they currently sit sixth
in the GLIAC North Division. What makes it even
more disheartening, is that on occasion, this team has
showed its potential, including the dominating 49-3
win over Michigan Tech University.
As the halfway mark of the football season
coincides with the students’ midterm exams, let’s
handout some grades evaluating the first half of the
GVSU football season.
OFFENSE-B+

GLIAC

%

-

GVSU, since last week the lak pains on that side of the ball as
er defense allowed 210 rushing they attempt to get better. We
yards to Ferris State quarter have to get back to running the "
ball and protecting our quar- J
back Jason Vander Laan.
“We just gotta be ready to terback, and being strong at 4
adjust to either guy that’s play the line of scrimmage is going 4
ing,” senior linebacker Chari* to be a point of emphasis this •
week.”
Hill said about the
At 2-2 in the
Northern Michi
gan quarterback
conference, GVSU .
no longer controls
situation. “They
its destiny in the
throw the ball out It's time to
GLIAC
North. in space, and we
Saginaw
Valley
have to run and move on and
State University *
make some tack start focusing
les. This week is
sits at 5-0, and Fer-;
on the future. ris State is in sec- >
more about speed
ond with a confer
and space and HEATH PARUNG
ence record of 4-1.
making tackles.”
JUNIOR QUARTERBACK
Northern
For
GVSU,;
the focus isn’t on f
Michigan’s
de
fensive coordinator, Joe Bal the big picture, but instead on x
lard, is one of Mitchell’s former Northern Michigan.
players from Mitchell’s tenure
“We’ve got five games left
as the defensive coordinator in front of us that we have to ‘
for GVSU during the national take one at a time,” Mitchell
championship years.
said. “Certainly, I’m not go-:
Ballard will be tasked with ing to be ignorant of the fact i
the challenge of trying to stop that we’ve lost some control!
his alma mater, which is aver of the situation based on the ,
aging 36.3 points per game.
two losses, but we can’t worry
“They’re playing a lot of about that. We have to take *
young guys—a lot of true care of what we can take care
freshmen and redshirt fresh of, and that starts and stops >,
men—on
their
defense,” with our preparation and our
Mitchell said. “I think at times performance Saturday with )
■
there’s been some growing Northern Michigan.”

Not many programs could undergo the changes the
Lakers went through and seemingly not miss a beat,
which speaks to the system that’s been implemented at
GVSU.
The lakers have had to deal with a new offensive
coordinator, injuries to quarterback Heath Parling, and
replacing one of the top wide receivers in the history
of GVSU.
Tim Morrison has done an admirable job in his
first year as offensive coordinator, making sure the
transition between Isiah Grimes or Heath Parling at
quarterback has gone smoothly. Few other schools
have the luxury of one quarterback that is the caliber of
Parling or Grimes, let alone two.
Parling hasn’t shown any lingering signs from
his injuries—reconstructive surgery on his ACL,
muscle tear behind his throwing shoulder—this
year. He’s completed 47 of 76 passes for 650 yards,
eight touchdowns and three interceptions for a 160.5
efficiency rating.
Senior wide receiver Brandan Green has shown
himself to be a reliable deep threat with the departure
of Charles Johnson. Green has hauled in 17 catches
for 499 yards and three touchdowns. Sophomore tight
end Jamie Potts leads the Lakers with four touchdown
catches this year.
On the ground, it’s been junior running back
Michael Ratay leading the way. If Ratays second half

of the season goes like his first, he could be on pace
to near a 1,000 yard 20 touchdown season. After six
games, he has 576 yards on 81 carries and 10 scores.
The offensive line has been impressive at times in
the run game, but also in the screen games. GVSU
has broken off big plays in the screen game, and that’s
a credit to the athleticism of the offensive line and the
unselfish downfield blocking of the wide receivers.
The one black mark on the season for the offense
was the game against Ohio Dominican University.
GVSU only managed 14 points, and could never really
get anything going to mount a comeback It was the
most out of synch the offense looked all year.
While GVSU may not be sporting its most explosive
offense in the program’s history, they’ve still managed
to average an impressive 36.3 points per game—fifth
best in the GLIAC.
DEFENSE - C+

There is no greater
indication of how much
GVSU struggles on
the road, compared to
home, than when you
compare the defenses
numbers.
In four home games,
the
Laker
defense
has allowed just 52
points on the season,
an average of 13 per
contest. No team has
MITCHELL
even managed to score
more than 17 points
against GVSU in Lubbers.
In GVSU’s two road games, the Lakers are giving up
an average of 55.5 points a game. Including 57 against
Ohio Dominican University and 54 to Ferris State
University.
I’m not ready to put the blame on the defense for
the 57 points against Ohio Dominican because of poor
special teams play that had a hand in a lot of those
points, but the writing is on the wall. This defense has
struggled on the road.
A struggling Northern Michigan University offense
with a quarterback situation in limbo, may be just what
GVSU needs to get the defense back on track
SPECtALTEAMS-B

Special teams would probably get an A if it weren’t
for the debacle against Ohio Dominican.

In that game, GVSU gave up touchdown on a
kickoff and a punt. Also, the Lakers failed to recover .
a pooch kick resulting in a turnover. On the special
teams side, the game was a mess.
Besides that, special teams has been solid this year.
True freshman kicker Joel Schipper has yet to miss
this year, making 29 of 29 extra point attempts, and *,
converting all three of his field goal tries.
GVSU has also managed to be decent in the return
game. Senior Reggie Williams has made a couple of
impressive punt returns, and just last week sophomore
Kirk Spencer outran Ferris State for a 100-yard kick
return for a touchdown.
COACHING - C+

Anytime a team doesn’t perform to its expectations,
blame immediately falls on the coach. It’s just how it
is. That’s why we see blame falling on Mitchell and his
staff for not getting the team to perform on the road.
At home, coaching would get an A, but for
whatever reason, this team just doesn’t play up to
its potential away from Lubbers. Granted, Ohio J'
Dominican and Ferris State are no slouches, but *
that doesn’t excuse GVSU’s poor play.
After the Ferris State game, Mitchell even *•,
brought it up himself, saying they need to get •
better on the road. In his four years, Mitchell is •
an impressive 21-2 at home, but just 2-8 on road *
games.
To his credit, he’s done a sound job of managing *
the injury situation that’s plagued GVSU this year, *
and especially last year. Most places may have seen £
the wheels come off of on the season, but Mitchell *
and his staff held it together. However, just like
how GVSU isn’t “most places,” the expectations are
a lot higher here than anywhere else and Mitchell
knows missing the playoffs with an 8-3 record isn’t
good enough.
Even though GVSU no longer control its own
destiny, I’m not ready to write off the season. They
still have their chances to impress the selection
committee with matchups against Saginaw Valley
State University, Wayne State University, and
Hillsdale College looming on the schedule.
This team already has a few strong wins under its
belt. Including wins over Azusa Pacific University
(4-2) Truman State University (4-2) and Michigan * >
Tech (3-2), but all of those are at home.
Mitchell and his staff will need to figure out how
to have success on the road, otherwise it could be
another Division II postseason without GVSU.

TICKET GIVEAWAY

see details inside....

♦ • ♦ ♦
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Brick wall: No. 12 Abby Aiken and No. 15 Kaleigh Lound block the ball against SMSU. The
Laker team has had a strong season so far, with only one loss in its GLIAC matches.

Passing with flying colors
Midseason evaluation of Laker volleyball program: ABYJAY BUSHEN
ASSISTANTSPORTS @
LANTHORN.COM

It would be an under
statement to say the No. 20
Grand Valley State Univer
sity womens volleyball team
has exceeded its expectations
midway through its 2013
campaign. GVSU (14-3, 8-1
GLIAC) currently holds the
No. 1 spot in the conference
after being tabbed as the
North Divisions third-best
team in the 2013 GLIAC
Coaches’ Preseason Volley
ball Poll.
It has upset the No. 6 team
in the AVCA Top-25 on two
occasions and boasts a 3-1
overall record against ranked
opponents. It has won 12 of
its last 13 games and is the
highest-ranked squad in the
GLIAC.

The team’s offense is high
lighted by its outside hitters,
sophomore Betsy Ronda and
junior Abby Aiken. Both
captains hold a top-10 kills-

RONDA

per-set mark in the GLIAC
and are the only duo in the
conference to accomplish
the feat.
Ronda was as good as ad
vertised
early in the season
OFFENSIVE GRADE: AjaW'lfJU attack has the' , but -autfered an abdominal
during the team’s trip
ability to end matibe* iajfc injury
to &>lorado in September.
hurry.

She has been in and out of
the lineup ever since but
has played through the pain
when needed.
The team will be much
harder to stop when the 2012
GLIAC Freshman of the Year
is healthy.
Aiken has done the ma
jority of attacking in Ronda’s
absence after being named
an All-GLLAC Second-Team
honoree in 2012. She has
taken on a leadership role
this year, and the ball seems
to head in her direction
when the game is on the line.
Junior setter
Kaitlyn
Wolters has been a key piece
to the puzzle after transfer
ring from Grand Rapids
Community College where
she won a NJCAA Division
II National Championship
in 2012. Wolters has quickly
adjusted to competition in
the GLIAC and appears to be
a catalyst offensively.
SEE VOLLEYBALL ON A9

APPLICATIONS & SAMPLES
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Practically parfact: Senior Shelby Humphries defends the ball during a Laker soccer game.
The team is still undefeated and has yet to be scored on—a program record at GVSU.

Midseason soccer report: A
Lakers remain undefeated, have yet to be scored
on in university record-setting / 1-game streak
BY PETE BARROWS
PBARROWS9LANTHORN COM

Eight Division II women
soccer programs entered
Saturday Oct. 12 undefeat
ed; only one remained on
Sunday.
After a 6-0 victory
against GLIAC rival Ferris
State (6-5, 4-3 GLIAC) the
Grand Valley State Universi
ty soccer team had success
fully traversed the two-third
mark of the 2013 regular
season undefeated, unfazed,
a [nearly] perfect 10-0-1.
The Lakers have not al
lowed a single goal and its
streak of 11 consecutive
shutouts is a new program
record. GVSU has outscored opponents 36-0 and
14 different Lakers have
contributed a goal. The
Lakers have bested all op
ponents this season; home
and away, ranked and un
ranked, in conference and
out, rain and shine. They’ve
gutted out 1 -0 decisions and
coasted to 8-0 leads.
The Lakers posses a
near ideal mix of youth
and experience gelled ex
pertly together by seasoned
hands of veteran coaches
like strands of hair aligned
neatly in David Beckham’s
pompadour and pass the
eye test on the pitch in
the same fashion that they
grade out on stat sheets with flying colors.
If GVSU’s athletic pro
gram had a proverbial fridge,
the Laker soccer midterm
report would be proudly
displayed. Alas midterm re
ports, as many college stu
dents have learned the hard
way, are fleeting shimmers
and far from final.
“We haven’t arrived,”
GVSU coach Dave Dilanni
said. “We haven’t accom
plished anything. We’ve won
no championships, yet.”
11 games into the 2013
campaign with six regular

season games left to play,
here’s how the Lakers mea
sure up.
DEFENSE: A+

Ellerbroek has the other.
“I think the goalkeep
ers, not only Abbey Miller,
but Holly Ellerbroek and
Andrea Strauss have done a
fantastic job,” Dilanni said.
“Particularly in training
where we’re trying to repli
cate game situations for our
girls as much as possible,
their play has been essential
to achieving our results.”

The Laker defense is
spearheaded by seniors
Kayla Kimble and Taylor
Callen, a unit that has been
the focal point of the 2013
squad.
“Our backline is very
experienced and we’re rid
ing a high right now, but OFFENSE: Awe also have to
Through the
remember that
first six games of
we are going to
the season, the
get scored on at
Lakers
scored
some point, that ...we have so
eight
goals.
might happen,”
Through the last
Callen said. “It’ll many players
five, the Lakers
be how we react who can get
have scored 28.
to that, if and
“Obviously
involved...
when it does.”
we’ve been able
Seniors Sam
to get some
AUTUMN JACOBS
Decker, Tayler SENIOR MIDFIELDER
more goals in
Ward, juniors
the last few
Alyssa Wesley
games and I
and Juane Odendaal, soph think a lot of that is that a
omore Katy Woolley and lot of different people are
freshman Gabbie Guibord scoring,” said senior mid
have also played extensive fielder Autumn Jacobs.
ly along a backline that has “We don’t have just one
allowed only 63 shots on or two people getting all
the season.
of our goals, we’re more
“Obviously, the grade dynamic than that, and I
(for our defense) would think it’s harder for other
be excellent,” Dilanni said. teams to know how to de
“We haven’t given up a goal, fend us when we have so
the leadership’s been good, many players who can get
we’re very deep back there, involved in the attack.”
and competitive - everyone
Senior forward Jenny
wants to play and we’ve been Shaba and freshman for
able to rotate players to keep ward Kendra Stauffer are
our girls fresh. In the past, tied for the GVSU scoring
we’ve played four girls all lead with five goals apiece,
year and we’re playing six or freshman forward Michelle
seven in the back right now Foote leads the Lakers with
with six center midfielders. five assists and with 12, 14,
The midfield defending has and 11 points respectively,
been very good as well and they’re the three leading
our kids know it’s not just point earners for the team.
the backs - it’s the midfield Although it’s the entire of
ers and forwards, too.”
fensive unit that has pro
Of those 63 shots, only gressed with the season, as
27 have trickled through to eight Lakers have scored at
goal. Senior goalkeeper Ab least three goals and seven
bey Miller has 26 saves. Red- Lakers have threaded at
shirt freshman backup Holly least two assists.
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Hartigan leads Lakers to tournament victory
BY TATE BAKER

The Lakers took full control on nance as Shipley and senior Veronica
day two of the tournament, as they Ryan were able to each post scores of
fter a sixth-place finish at the torched the competition, winning by 152 (+8) to finish tied with each other
University of Indianapolis Invi 10 strokes with a total team score of for third place, joining Hartigan in the
top five.
tational and a third-place finish 607.
“We did what we had to do and
at the University of Ashland Invita“We definitely fed off of each oth
tional, the GVSU womens golf team ers momentum at this tournament,” gave our team a chance to win the in
vitational,” Shipley said. “We
came into the Ferris State University Shipley said. “You’re
are a dangerous team when
Invitational looking to make a state always going to have
everyone comes together
ment as the fall season approached its success whenever you
like we did at Ferris.”
have three people from
end.
The freshman duo of Julie
“We knew that this tournament the same team battling We really felt
Guckian and Britni Gielow
was a great opportunity for us for an it out at the top of the
comfortable
posted scores of 159 (+15)
other shot at the GLIAC teams that leaderboard.”
and 173 (+29) to round off
Hartigan
showed with the
we struggled against earlier this year,”
the starting five for the Lak
once again why she
head coach Rebecca Mailloux said.
course...
ers.
The Lakers got off to a hot start as may very well be the
GVSU will now have two
they led second place Ashland by two best the GLIAC has to KELLY HARTiOAN
weeks off to prepare for the
strokes after the first day of the tour offer as she outlasted JUNIOR GOLFER
final event of the fall season:
nament. Junior Kelly Hartigan and the competition, tak
the Division II National Pre
sophomore Gabrielle Shipley led the ing first place honors
Lakers through the first day as they by six strokes with a final two-round view Rock Barn Invitational, which
will be played at the Rock Barn Coun
both found themselves in the top five score of 144 (E).
“I feel like I was able to find my try Club in Conover, N.C.
with first-round scores of 73 (+1) and
“We won’t be satisfied unless we
stride early in the tournament, and I
75 (+3).
“We really felt comfortable with didn’t let up after that,” Hartigan said. finish strong at the end of the fall sea
the course right from day one of the “It’s a great feeling to be fortunate son,” Hartigan said. “We are going to
tournament,” Hartigan said. “I think enough to come away with another be facing tough competition in North
that really helped us settle in and post top finish at an invitational against the Carolina. It’s going to be crucial that
we focus on our mechanics in the
the scores that we had throughout the rest of the GLIAC.”
The Lakers exuded their domi weeks leading up to the tournament.”
two days.”
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM

A

Aimed focus: Sophomore golfer Gabrielle Shipley putts a ball on
the green. The team took three of the top five spots at Ferris.

V () L L K V II A L L
coming up with momen
tum-swinging blocks in im
portant matches.
The team does not appear
to have any blaring defensive
weaknesses and generally
displays excellent technique.

VOLLEYBALL
CONTINUED FROM A8
Lound and junior Ally
Simmons seem to improve
every match and make the
most of their opportunities
when attacking. The team
could benefit from using the
duo more often.

COACHING: A

Head coach Deanne Scan
lon just keeps on winning.
Scanlon has been able
to turn a young team into a
first-place team during her
19th season
at the helm,
and her abil
ity to adapt
is one of the
reasons she
has the 10thbest all-time
winning
SCANLON
percentage
in the NCAA Division II.
The Lakers have kept their
composure in close matches
despite having six times as
many underclassmen as se
niors, and the calming pres

DEFENSIVE GRADE: B+

!

The Lakers have been sol
id thus far from a defensive
standpoint.
Junior libero Christina
Canepa ranks sixth in the
GLIAC with 258 digs and
has been a steady presence
for the team all season
long. She has made a num
ber of athletic plays to keep
the ball alive and rarely
makes a mistake.
Lound also makes her
presence felt on the defen
sive end, holding the sev
enth spot in the conference
with 1.00 blocks per set. She
seems to have a knack for
- < '•'J
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ence seems to come from
their head coach.
It’s been a work-in-prog
ress for the 2005 AVCA Na
tional Coach of the Year. Her
offensive focus is finding
balance, and the Lakers will
need to continue to spread
the ball around in order to
win down the stretch.
Her team has had to
overcome a number of inju
ries this season but has not
missed a beat. The top-tobottom talent she has on her
roster shows why she is one
of the best recruiters in the
GLIAC.
GVSU also benefits from
having an experienced as
sociate head coach in Jason
Johnson, who has been with
the team for more than 14
years.
TEAM GRADE: A-

If the team can stay
healthy, it may have what it
takes to win its first GLIAC
title since 2008.

»~i S'\
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going to be as good as our bench will go. That
really is something that most teams don’t have
and we’ve put a lot of importance into it.”

SOCCER
CONTINUED FROM A8
“I think offensively we’re still a product that
needs improvement,” Dilanni said. “Some of
that’s consistency based on tactical awareness
and finishing, but we are very happy about
the work rate. We are very athletic. I think the
seven or eight of them that are competing with
each other for playing time are making each
other better and I think that’s been a big key.
“We spent a whole month on attacking and
really neglected defending. We’re happy with
where we’re at right now, but the games are go
ing to get tighter as they get more meaning
ful—I don’t think we’re going to see those six,
seven goals anymore—and that’s why we’re go
ing to have to be a little more clinical when the
opportunities arise.”
Bench:A

In Dilannis 11 years as head coach at
GVSU, this 2013 squad might be the deepest
he’s fielded. Frequently playing 20 or more
girls in a single game, there is no shortage of
options to choose from, and Dilanni doesn’t
plan on exhausting any of them.
“I think our bench is getting as many goals
and points as our starters are and in fewer
minutes,” Dilanni said. “That says a little about
what the starters are doing, tiring out oppo
nents, but it also says a lot about our bench and
how focused they are and knowing their role
coming off the bench and wanting to perform
that role. We’ve said this as a team, but we’re

Remember your first beer?

Maybe one of these
will help you forget.
Happy Hour &
Late Night Happy Hour
2-6 PM and 8:30-Close

$10FF
craft draft beer,
wine & liquor
Before Dave was a legend, he went to
college. For students, we know there’snothing
better than saving a dollar off local craft draft
beer, wine, or mixed drinks—unless you pair
it with one of our legendary burgers. Check
out our current local craft beer selection or
download the Findmytap app.

Coaching: A

With so much going right,
it’s easy to forget what it feels
like when things go wrong.
Cautious against complacen
cy, the GVSU coaching staff is
well aware of the perils associ
ated with being a No. 1 team.
“One thing we’ve alDILANNI
ways said is that we want
our training sessions to be
game-like in terms of intensity, sharpness,
focus and speed,” Dilanni said. “This year is
no different. I think part of that is competi
tion for playing time, part of that is the tal
ent level that we’re fielding, and part of that
is maintaining the accountability for one
another. I think our kids have done a fantas
tic job of that, and although we’re only three
quarters of the way through the year, our
team chemistry is very high as a byproduct.”
GVSU will host Findlay (6-4-2, 2-22 GLIAC) on Friday at 7 p.m. and Tiffin
(3-7-1, 2-5-1 GLIAC) Sunday at 1 p.m. As
they’ve been in most matches this season,
the Lakers will be favored in both contests.
Don’t expect that to impede their process to
continually improve.
“Perfection is a pursuit,” Dilanni said. “I
think the more we can create adversity for
one another so we can prepare for it in the
future, the farther along we’ll be.”

Findmytap
4 area locations:
Cascade Twp • Downtown Grand Rapids
Grandville • Holland
BaggerDaves.com
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GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY

MARKETPLACE
Housing
Female roommate wanted for
the fall-winter semester.
Clean and quiet two bed
room house 15 minutes from
downtown campus. $300/
month includes utilities and
Internet.

I am graduating in December
and am looking for someone
to take over my lease. I live
at Knollwood Estates, which
is the trailer park right next to
speedway. It is near two dif
ferent 37 bus stops. Rent is
250 a month plus utilities.
There are 2 other great girls
that are studious. It is a
trailer so there is a lot of
room and it is furnished ex
cept for the room I need
rented. If there are any ques
tions email me or contact me
at (248) 390-4574

I need Roommates! Possibly
2, maybe only 1
House in NW Grand Rapids
right off of Fulton Avenue!
4 Bedroom, 2 bathroom
house
Large basement with laundry
Fenced in backyard with tons
of off street parking behind
house
Great Location just minutes
from Pew Campus
$425 a month
Please text (989)-640-3711

Looking for a female room
mate
for 2 bedroom 1 bath at Loft
45.
Lease until July 31. $420 a
month plus utilities.
Am easy going & full time
student @ GVSU.
(junior/senior status)
More info.: call/text
586-817-0031 anytime
email: fuocoa@mail.gvsu.edu

1 room for sublease in Cop
per Beach. Big rooms; lots of
living space! 3 other girls in
the house and would prefer a
female. This is an upstairs
bedroom with its own private
full bathroom attached.
Apartment is fully furnished.
The 3 girls are VERY respect
ful, nice, and clean.
Sub-lease would run from
Dec 14th - June 28th. Rent is
$442 a month which includes
water.
Please feel free to contact
me with any questions or to
get a tour!

Looking for a female sub
leaser ASAP at 48 West!!
Rent is $512/month, 4 bed
room 4
bathroom apartment, and
comes with a parking pass.
Please spread the word to
any friends who may be in
terested. Contact me (Mor
gan) at I
eightom@mail.gvsu.edu

AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460

classifieds@lanthorn.com

Looking for a Sub-leaser for
the Winter 2014 semester.
Downtown 4 bedroom house
located off Fulton and Na
tional. Walking distance to
the downtown GVSU cam
pus. Located near a 50 and
12 Rapid bus route. Rent is
$325 a month not including
utilities. Available as soon as
the end of December or be
ginning of January. Lease will
go to the end of July.
If interested email
glabachj@mail.gvsu.edu or
call (586)817-1418.

Looking for a female sub
leaser for Winter 2014 se
mester at American Seating
Apartments in downtown
Grand Rapids. I live with
three other girls. Only utility
to pay is Consumer’s Energy.
Parking pass included as
well. About a mile away from
downtown campus. Email or
call (810)-360-7543 for more
information!

SUBLEASER NEEDED. It's a
furnished four bedroom, 4.5
bath town home in Copper
Beech. I have one of the
rooms downstairs which in
cludes an attached bath
room. The lease ends in June
and the rent is $397.00 (in
cluding water) The lease
would start in December. Ei
ther text/call me at
616-928-5550. Please let me
know asap if you’re inter
ested.

Eidex
Job Title: Business Intelli
gence Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: $12/hr
Search Job ID: 10525
Apply By: November 30,
2013
For more information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Looking for female subleaser
for Meadows Crossing! Rent
is only $419 a month, you will
have your own room and
bathroom and parking space!
From: Brandon Schweiger
Email:
Schweigb@mail.gvsu.edu
Looking for subleaser in
Copper Beech apts for winter
2014 semester! Have 3
roommates, all qreat people!

Internships

Love INC
Job Title: Marketing Intern
Location: Allendale, Ml
Search Job ID: 10311
Apply By: October 27, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

CAMPUS

VIEW

Worldwide Pants, Inc.
Job Title: Late Show with
David Letterman Interns
Location: New York, NY
Search Job ID: 10338
Apply By: October 30, 2013
For more information visit
www.qvsu. edu/lakerjobs

live this way

Spectrum Health
Job Title: Summer 2014 IS
Internships
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 10343
Apply By: October 27, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Celebration Cinema
Job Title: Accounting Assis
tant Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 10442
Apply By: October 15, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

@GVLANTHORN

BBB Serving Western Michi
gan
Job Title: Charity Review In
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 6599
Apply By: January 20, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

GVLANTHORN

STUDENT T'R'T
HOUSING JJL
—KIDMAN RIAL
UTAH CROUD

tAPO

gmail.«>m
For more IniormoHon

ALLENDALE: GRAND RAPIDS:
Wed. Oct. 30 Tues. Oct. 29
11:00-3:30 11:30-3:00
Henry Hall
Building E

FACEBOOK.COM/8VLANTHORN

BRAIN BUSTERS
Amber Waves
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by Japheth Light
There are 13 black hexagons in the
puzzle. Place the numbers 1-6
around each of them. No number can
be repeated in any partial hexagon
shape along the border of the puzzle.
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CryptoQuip

A

This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands
for another. If you think that X equals 0, it will equal 0 throughout
the puzzle. Solution is accomplished by trial and error.

Clue: V equals E

SW LNJVYGSRD IVBV QCTFVE
MVRVTYG T DBVVR FSYBKL
WBKSY, S LKQQNLV SY INKCE
CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EYES? Thore ore at toast six diftoroncos In dumNnj dataAa between lop and bottom panato. How
qutcfcty can you And tham? Check answer* wtth thoaa batow.
tuaiaup a toOrts 9 tuatauiP a u«uno S -fiutaaiui a xjzey
> jaaauis a laaox t Oum*au a anstd Z m*** a* seneets l i
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DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK:

4 Easy 44 Medium
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Weekly SUDOKU
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by Linda Thistle
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p
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4
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N L C T J E

i

ARMGOL

P S N M O K E Y S T O N E K T

r REA

J T H F N E C T B E S Z R Y S

ENOI
TINGA

X O V D

NNO
RENNIT

i

DEKEN

8

o

ANIG
Unscramble these twelve letter strings to form each into an ordinary word
(ex HAG NEC becomes CHANGE ). Prepare to use only ONE word from
any marked ( ▼ ) letter string as each unscrambles into more than one
word (ex V RATHE becomes HATER or EARTH or HEART ) Fit each
string's word either across or down to knot all twelve strings together.
T

f

y

N

O T S Y R D U T T

E N O T s N U S R Q P I U O O
MEL Y E N O T S L I O F M P
Find the listed words in the diagram They run in all directions forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.
Ashstone
Ax stone
Capstone
Dry stone

Firestone
Mudstone
Gallstone
Oilstone
Gemstone
Potstone
Keystone
Redstone
O 2013 King Feature* Synd., Inc.

Stoned
Stoney
S unstone

2
6

9
5

1
8

3

C X A Y T X V T O P U S D Q O

©

2

1

GAL L S T O N E H A F S E N

GLOIN
NMKI

6

4

7

4

3
8

5

9

8

3

7
4

7

5

1

2

8
6

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * ♦
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★★ HOO BOY!
O 2013 King F—turn Synd.. Inc.
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